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hello...
How can we protect our children from sexual abuse? 

Sexual abuse is a threat to all the children of our country. Many parents want to know how to protect their children 
from sexual abuse. The best starting point is to have open and honest conversations with your children about all 
aspects of sexuality – not only the negative ones like sexual abuse. Adults need to speak to children about their 
bodies and touching to help children understand about right and wrong touches. It is often difficult for adults to 
speak to small children about bodies or sex, and most adults only tell children that: “No one is allowed to touch 
your privates”. We know that this does not protect children from being abused. Most children cannot protect 
themselves against people who may trick or force them into sexual acts. 

Our children are seeing touching and sexual acts on television, on the internet, on cell-phones and in their 
communities. In a way, sex has become something that many children are faced with every day, yet it is still not 
explained or discussed with children. Children need to know how their bodies work and what sex is about, but they 
also have to understand what wrong touching is about. They need to know that boys are abused as often as girls, 
women also abuse children and that children can abuse other children. They need to know that pornography is 
harmful to children and what to do when they come across this. They need to know what they can do if they are 
being sexually abused.

Moms and dads need to talk to children while they are still small, but most parents find this difficult. Some parents 
say their children are too small to know about sex, others think it is the school’s job to do this and others worry that 
their children will become curious about sex if they speak about it openly. Children will, however, find out all about 
sex soon after they enter school. They may listen to other children talking, they may see photos and videos on cell 
phones or they may see children or adults touching each other. It is better for children to hear about sex from their 
parents so that they can get the right information and can ask questions in a safe place.

Open and honest conversations between parents and children are very important in preventing abuse or stopping 
abuse if it is already happening. This book is a tool to help parents talk to their young children about right and 
wrong touching. This book is only a small part of preventing sexual abuse, however, it can begin to help you open up 
the communication regarding this topic. 

Communities should be made safe for children. This is the job of adults. Adults need to make sure that the laws 
that protect children are enforced, that the people who have to look after hurting children are doing their jobs and 
that children are treated as valuable people.

How to use this book:

This book can be used with children aged 5 and upwards.

Dads, moms and caregivers can read this book with children. All adults are encouraged to read it to help them 
better understand how to have such conversations with children. Take your time to go through the book – there is 
no rush. Work through the book one page at a time – some days you may do only one page, on other days you may 
do more. Some children may want to page through the book after they have completed it, others may not. Discuss 
where would be an appropriate to store the book so that the child can find it if they want to read through it some 
more.

Some children may want to skip certain pages that might be uncomfortable for them. That is OK. Try at a later 
stage to still talk about the information that is discussed on those pages. 
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My name is Danni ...

 … and my name is Mousy. 
Together we are going to 
learn a lot of things about 

bodies. 

hello...
our bodies

Children’s and grown-up bodies, boy and girl bodies. 

Short and tall bodies, skinny and round bodies.
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Our bodies are awesome! Can you show us in which picture the 
child is jumping? Which one is singing? Which one is running? 
Which one is sitting reading a book? 

We know that you can also do clever things using 
your body. Can you show us what you can do?

our bodies
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Can you show us where the children’s hands are? 
Their heads? Their eyes, mouth, feet and tummy?  
A child’s body has many different parts.  
What other body parts do you know? 

What parts are DIFFERENT?
Have a look at the pictures to help you.

Some parts of a girl’s and boy’s body are the same. 
Some parts are different. What parts of a girls and 
boy’s bodies are the SAME?
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All people have feelings. 
Grown-ups have feelings and 
children have feelings. Boys 
and girls have feelings. There 
are lots of different feelings.  

Which face looks happy? Can you show us a sad face? 
Which one looks angry? Can you find a scared face?

our bodies
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Let’s make a happy face. Let’s show a sad face.  
Now an angry face. Next a scared face.

You and I can show how 
we feel too! 
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We have spoken about body parts that we can see when 
people are wearing clothes. All of us have body parts that 
are under our underwear and clothes and that you don’t 
usually see. Some grown-ups call these private parts. 

The private parts of the girl and boy are different. What 
names do you have in your family for that part of a girl’s 
body? And the name that your family has for that part 
of a boy’s body? 

Children and grown-ups can feel shy when they talk 
about private parts. That is OK, but it is important to 
talk about bodies and body rules, even if we feel shy. 

Today you will learn some more words for these parts. 
The boy’s private is called a penis. The girl’s private is 
called a vagina. Boys and girls both have a bum.

our bodies
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The lady and the girl both have a vagina, but the lady’s 
vagina is covered with hair. The lady also has breasts 
(boobies), which the little girl does not have yet.

Let’s look at the girl’s and woman’s bodies. Some 
parts are the same, and some parts are different. 
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Let’s look at the boy’s and man’s bodies. Some parts are the 
same, and some parts are different. The man and the boy both 
have a penis, but the man has hair around his penis. 

Can you show us on the picture where else a 
man has hair that a little boy has not grown yet?

our bodies
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No, children cannot have 
babies because their 
bodies have not grown 
enough yet. 

Teenagers’ bodies have 
grown enough to have 
a baby, but their hearts 
and minds still need 
to grow before they 
should have a baby. 
They still need to finish 
school, get a job and 
learn how to care for 
babies before they are 
really ready to have a 
baby.

Now we know some things about boy, girl, man and lady 
bodies. Let’s talk about babies. A lady and a man can 
have a baby. Can boys and girls have a baby? 

Do you know what 
a teenager is?  
A teenager is 
a child in high 
school. 
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our bodies

Grown-ups can choose to have a baby, because their bodies, 
hearts and minds have grown enough for them to look after 
a baby. Many families have a mom and dad and children but 
there are families that are not exactly like that, we will talk 
about that later.

Do you know how a baby 
is made? Babies start 
growing in a wonderful 
way! A mommy has 
a special place in her 
tummy where a baby can 
grow. It is called a womb. 
She also has a place 
inside her body that has 
baby-making-eggs. 
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The baby-making egg and baby-making seed meet up when the 
mommy and daddy give each other a special baby-making hug. 
Some grown-ups call this sex. Their bodies are close together 
and the daddy carefully puts his penis in the mommy’s vagina. 
When the seed and egg meet up, the baby starts to grow!

A daddy has special baby-making seeds that are in his body. 
The baby-making seed comes out of his penis. The mommy’s 
egg and the daddy’s seed meet up inside the mommy’s body 
and a baby starts to grow! 

This is how most families start. 
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our bodies

1
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The baby starts off teeny-tiny. That is also how small you 
were when you started to grow in your mom’s tummy!

The baby needs to grow in the mom’s womb for a long time to 
make sure that everything grows just right and that the baby is 
strong enough to be born. A baby grows for nine whole months!

At 1 month a baby is the size of a little flower seed

At 3 months a baby is the size of an apple 

At 6 months a baby is the size of a lettuce

At 9 months a baby is the size of a watermelon
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Babies need food to 
grow. They get this from 
a special pipe that goes 
from the mommy’s body 
to the baby’s tummy, right 
by its belly button. When 
you were a baby, you had 
a special pipe that went 
from your tummy to your 
mommy’s body so that 
you could get all the food 
that you needed to grow.

While the baby is in the 
mom’s womb, it can 
hear mom and dad’s 
voices, it can hiccup, 
it can suck its thumb 
and when it gives a big 
stretch, you can see 
the mommy’s tummy 
move.

The womb is warm 
and snuggly and 
keeps the baby safe 
and happy. 
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our bodies

The first way for the baby to be born is when the 
mommy’s tummy muscles push very, very hard. The 
muscles push the baby down, down, down and out of 
the mommy’s vagina.

The head is the first part to come out and the feet are 
the last.

Most babies are born in this special way. Animals are 
born this way too.

When the baby has grown enough it is ready to come out of 
the mommy’s tummy. There are two very clever ways that 
the baby can come out the mommy’s tummy and be born. 
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When a baby is born, the first thing it 
does is cry! This is because it is the first 
time the baby is breathing real air and it 
wants to show how strong its lungs are! 

They are not crying because they are 
sad or sore. Babies are born with no 

clothes on and someone will help 
the baby to stay warm by wrapping 
it in a blanket.

The second way for babies to be born is where a doctor 
takes the baby out of mommy’s tummy. Mom goes to 
hospital and the doctor gives the mom some medicine 
so that nothing is sore. The doctor takes a special doctor 
knife and very carefully makes a cut in the mom’s tummy. 
The doctor then gently takes the baby out and sews the 
mom’s tummy closed again. 
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our bodies

The mommy and 
daddy can hold the 
baby. Moms and dads 
sometimes cry when 
they hold their baby. 
These are happy tears, 
because they are so 
happy to see and hold 
their new baby.

The special pipe 
that took food 
from mom to baby, 
is cut with the 
doctor’s scissors. 
It is not sore for 
the baby and it is 
not sore for the 
mommy. After a 
couple of days the 
last piece of this 
pipe falls off and 
then you can see 
the baby’s belly 
button.
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The baby can also get milk 
from a bottle. Mom and dad 
put special baby milk in the 

bottle and they hold the 
baby close while 

the baby drinks 
from the bottle.

When babies are very small, they 
can only drink milk to help them 
grow. The baby can get milk from 
the mommy’s breasts. She holds 
the baby close and the baby 
sucks her breasts for the 
milk to come out. This is 
called breast feeding.
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our bodies

As babies grow bigger, they begin to eat food - like 
you and me. Babies also learn to smile, sit, crawl, 
walk and talk. 

As children grow, they learn to take care of their 
bodies. Children can eat healthy food, drink water, 
play and get enough sleep. They wear warm clothes 
in winter and a hat in summer. 
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Children comb their hair and brush their teeth and they 
wash their bodies. Where do we need to wash? Between our 
toes, between our legs, our tummies our backs and under 
our arms, our faces and our hair. We must also wash our 
private parts carefully. We must wash our whole body – 
everywhere. You are now big enough to wash your own body 
and must remember to do it every day. Don’t forget to wash 
all the places – behind your ears too!
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our bodies

Part of taking care of your body is knowing what body rules 
are. Some body rules are about keeping your body clean, other 
body rules are about touching our bodies and other people’s 
bodies, some rules are about seeing naked people.

There are all kinds of touches. There are handshakes and 
hugs, pats and backrubs, tickles, pinches and punches, kicks 
and smacks. Some kinds of touches make us feel nice and 
others make us feel sad or cross.

Let’s have a look at the pictures and see which touches are 
right touches and which of them are wrong touches.
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People should not say 
nasty and mean things 
to you. They should not 
scream and swear at you 
or call you ugly names. 

No one should kick or punch you, pull your hair or smack you. 
Can you think of other things that people should not do to your 
body?  

A boy is allowed to touch his own penis and his own bum.
A girl is allowed to touch her own vagina and her own bum.

This can happen when the child is in his own room, or in the 
bathroom, but not in front of other people. Can you think of 
places where it would be OK for you to touch your own penis  
or vagina? Can you think of places where it would not be OK?

There are also body rules for penises, vaginas and bums. 
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our bodies

If you are a boy, no one should touch your penis or your 
bum. If you are a girl no one should touch your vagina, 
your bum or your breasts (when you are old enough for 
your breasts to grow). 

Other 
people 
should not 
touch your 
penis, vagina 
or bum. 

Somebody who helps to look after you (like mom, dad or granny) 
can help you to check if you have a sore or an itch on your penis, 
vagina or bum. If you have a sore or an itch a doctor or a nurse may 
also need to check, but remember they must always wear gloves
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The rules of our country say that no one may touch children’s 
penises, vaginas or bums. Grown ups may not touch children 
in that way. Children may also not touch other children or 
grown-ups in that way. It is against the rules of our country 
for people to touch a child’s penis, vagina or bum. 

You are allowed to touch other people’s hands, face, feet or 
backs if they say it is OK. This is called a RIGHT TOUCH. 

You are not allowed to touch other people’s penises, 
vaginas or bums. This is called a WRONG TOUCH.
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our bodies

The rules of our country say that children are NOT allowed to 
see pictures of naked people (people that have no clothes on)  
on cell phones, TV, tablets, computers, magazines or books.

The rules also say that no one is allowed to take 
photographs of children’s penises, vaginas or bums 
with cameras or cell phones. 
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No one is allowed to touch their own penis, vagina or bum in front 
of children. 
No one is allowed to touch someone else’s naked body in front of 
children. 
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our bodies

Now we know about some of the body rules. Can you see 
who is breaking body rules in these pictures?
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Most people keep body rules. Some people break 
body rules. This includes some adults, teenagers 
and other children. Both men and ladies can break 
body rules.

Sometimes 
someone touches 
a child’s penis, 
vagina or bum 
and it is sore. 
Sometimes 
someone tricks a 
child. They pretend 
that breaking 
body rules is a 
game. Sometimes 
touching the 
children’s vagina, 
penis and bum 
may even feel nice.  

Sometimes people 
break body rules and 
then make children feel 
ashamed. They say: “This 
is all your fault!”

Children who have been 
tricked are NOT bad. 

TRICKING IS WRONG. 

The person who did the 
tricking did the wrong 
thing.

People who 
break body 
rules want 
children to 
keep it secret. 
This can make 
children feel 
all mixed up. 

No one is allowed 
to touch their own 
penis, vagina or 
bum in front of 
children. 

No one is allowed 
to touch someone 
else’s naked 
body in front of 
children. 

No one is allowed to touch 
someone else’s naked body 
in front of children. 
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our bodies

Children are allowed to talk to people who care about 
them about body rules and touching. It may be difficult 
for children to speak about this, but when they talk, 
they are VERY BRAVE!

Our country has lots and lots of BRAVE CHILDREN! 
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Let’s draw an outline of your hand on this page, and then 
you can write the name of one caring person on each 
finger. The people on your drawing are safe people. You 
can talk to them about bodies, touching and body rules. 

Mousy and Danni are shouting a big “hurray”  
to children who talk to safe grown-ups, even if they 

feel shy or scared. “Hurray!”
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Do you remember that we spoke 
about different kinds of families? 
Some families have a mommy, 
but the daddy is not there. Some 
families have a daddy but the 
mommy is not there. Some 
children live with their birth 
parents, other children 
live with foster parents 
or adopted parents. 
Some children have two 
mommies or two daddies. 
Some children live with a 
family member.

Families may all be 
different, but they 
all do the same 
important work. 
They love and 
care for their 
children!

our bodies
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In South Africa we are faced with high levels of violence against 

children. Whilst it is important to stress that the protection of 

children rests with parents and adults in their lives, children also 

require appropriate and relevant information so that they know 

what is right and wrong and learn ways in which they can keep safe. 

Parents often find it challenging to discuss issues of sexuality with 

their children. Furthermore, in some communities issues of sex and 

sexuality are a taboo subject and are never spoken about. This is a very 

important tool to encourage discussions between parent, caregiver 

and child. This book is factual, practical, easy to use and child friendly.  

Dumisile Nala, National Executive director, Childline.

 

This book is very clear and concise on acceptable and unacceptable 

behaviours targeted at children.  The illustrations and the story line 

are user friendly and appropriate.  The content is very meaningful and 

valuable in the context of sexual violence being initiated on children 

by adults as well as other children. This could be an invaluable tool 

for parents, primary caregivers and educators on empowering and 

enabling children to learn about healthy sexuality, clear boundaries 

and appreciating and recognising the respect for their bodies and 

that of others. Parents and significant others are often faced with 

age inappropriate sexual behaviour not knowing how to address 

it and manage it.  This book could assist as a means of dialoguing 

with children but also be implemented as a preventative measure.  

Dr Shaheda Omar, Clinical director, Teddy Bear Foundation.
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